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“Home Coming”
by Reverend Mark Allan

We call it “Welcome
Back” Sunday. Some churches
call it Rally Day or Homecoming
Sunday. It is that day, for the
church, when summer ends,
regular Sunday School begins
and the normal pace of life for
the congregation starts back up
again. Folks are back from
summer travels and hopefully
have found some refreshment
along the way.
Whatever we call it, that
special day for Christ Church is September 8th
this year. It always invigorates me and reminds
me that God is constantly giving us the gift of a
new beginning. This year Welcome Back
Sunday will be especially great. Not only will
we have a potluck picnic (be sure to sign up in
the Atrium), but we are also making this “Bring
a Friend” Sunday. I hope each of you might
invite someone in your life to join you in
church that day. I am sure each of us knows
someone who might need what each of us have
found here. What could be a better sign of
friendship than that?
In addition to all that, on September 8 th
we will welcome our new seminary intern,
Bryan Turner. Please be sure to read more about
Bryan in this issue. And be sure to welcome
him in this new role.
But September 8 th is just the beginning.
We have lots of things planned soon after.
These include a Progressive Dinner on Saturday
September 28 th, a special “in church” coffee
hour on September 22nd where Barb Vogel will

treat us to a special recital, and a
Women’s Retreat on Saturday
September 21 st. And our
Blessing of the Animals is just
around the corner on October
6th.
And, as you will read, in a
couple of different articles in
this Clarion, we will enter into a
church-wide Strategic Planning
process. I wrote in depth about
this in last month’s issue, and I
hope you will all read Anna’s
and Betsy’s articles. I don’t want to overstate
this, but suffice it to say that I think this is a big
deal and I am really, really hoping and praying
that each one of you will play a part in it.
Without you it doesn’t work. As your pastor,
this dialogue and resulting vision, will be
important to me – and to us – as we look
forward.
And as if that weren’t enough, we have
our New Member Gatherings upcoming this
fall, as well as a thought provoking Pastors
class.
Yes, this is the place to be this fall. I look
forward to sharing it all with you.
Peace,
Rev. Mark+
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2007 CCOQH StrategicbyPlanning
Effort Accomplishments
Betsy Brockway

During the fall of 2007, the church
Theme 1. Spiritual Development
congregation participated in three sessions after • More Adult Study Groups. Held at least
worship and coffee hour to identify the
twice a year.
Church’s Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities
and Threats (or SWOT). This process
Valuing the traditions we ncome from:
•
highlighted many of the wonderful activities
incorporation of more traditions into our
that make Christ Church so special, such as our
practices Addressed through our Worship,
wonderful music program, caring community,
Educational and Congregational Life
Sunday School, Nursery School, Worship
committees.
Services, and fellowship opportunities to name
• Using prayer more comfortably. Expanded
a few. Small focus groups used the discussion
in weekly service with prayers from
to further refine the planning efforts by
congregational requests.
developing three themes with strategies to
* Welcoming strangers as part of the Sunday
guide the work of the Elders and their sub•
committees.
Service/coffee hour and seeing the process
as a ministry. Name tags and members’
When this process was underway, the
picture board assist in greeting others.
Church was undergoing a new minister search.
Pictorial book of members and activities.
Reverend Mark Allan came to our church in
Other ideas not implemented were Bio for
July of 2008. Under his leadership working
members in bulletin, mentoring gathering
with the Elders, many new successful programs
and training for greeters.
not identified in the 2007 plan have been
incorporated into the work of the church. This Theme 2. Social Outreach
list includes Stephen Ministry, Blessing of the (Within and outside the church)
Animals and other special services, revised
• Short Term commitments vs. burning out
confirmation program, a Summer Sunday
new members. Outreach Team has grown in
School and strengthening our financial footing.
membership and greatly expanded handson
The membership and participation in Christ
opportunities both short term and ongoing
Church and Sunday School have continued to
efforts led by a variety of individuals under
grow under Reverend Allan’s direction.
direction of the team.
The 2007 Plan was organized under three
themes with the following strategies. One
• *Contacting former or inactive members.
Ideas not pursued were outreach to those
strategy in under each theme was ranked the
highest priority (*) by that focus group. The
who don’t come 34 weeks and exploring
strategies results accomplished to date are listed
best practices for church retention.
italics:
• Other service opportunities/organizations to
support beyond our current ones. Since the

CC Bazaar has become an all church event,
not just as a Women’s Association
sponsorship, the majority of proceeds have
been dedicated to an expanded list
organizations, and natural disaster recovery
efforts under the leadership of the Outreach
Team.

See "Planning" (continued on page 3)
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• Partner with other churches.

We have
accomplished this in our Midnight Run
activities, working with local churches in
the Epiphany Walk and continued strong
support of the Pawling Resource Center.
• Rebuild our youth group. Now under the
leadership of a paid part time leader.
• Create a sense of “home.” Many activities
contribute to this although the prayer
ministry during our worship service is an
important contributor.
• Celebrate members’ birthdays and
anniversaries. (Congregational Life’s
greeting card outreach)
• Use our database more effectively.
• Community invitations to events- ads/
website/mailings. Local ads, updated
website, Facebook, radio broadcast of the
weekly service and newsletter available
online.
• Reach out to wedding and baptism families.
• Produce a new pictorial directory. This was
done and a 2013 version is in production.
Theme 3. Spiritual Leadership

Note: Overall there is a growing involvement of
many members, both new and old, in various
roles through handson opportunities and
leadership in various events during the past six
years.

members’ strengths. The
• *Identifying
strategy suggested was to conduct a survey
of skills and talents to develop a database.
• Understanding and valuing differences.
• Developing people as volunteers and
teaching how to ask for participation
• Strengthening intergenerational ties.
• Monitoring/mentoring new families.

Property Wish List
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Note: Although the following was not formally
addressed in our strategic plan, there are
capital accomplishments we should take pride
in: Addition of air conditioning in the Thomas
Center, Painting of the Church interior,
updating the appliances in the manse. This
highlights a weakness of the 2007 plan by not
addressing property issues and only focusing on
programmatic activities.

Elevator in Thomas Center
GAS Stove in Thomas Center Kitchen
Generator
In Summary
Christ Church has continued to flourish
over the past six years in membership and
various activities that strengthen our spiritual
growth, commitment to each other and outreach
to those in need. We are blessed to be part of a
growing, vibrant church.
In order to thrive in the future, it is time
now as caring members to participate another
strategic planning process to direct or redirect
our efforts and budgeting for both
programmatic and capital ideas. This plan based
on congregational input and feedback will set
priorities, action steps and a timeline to guide
the Church Elders during the next 3-5 years.
Please consider joining us this fall.
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by Stephanie Giordano
So Long Summer, Hello Fall!
I pray everyone had an enjoyable
Summer! It seems to be true that every year
really does go by faster and faster. I am still not
sure if that is a sign of getting older, or if our
universe really is on some new warp speed!
Either way, I hope you created a ton of new
joyful memories with your families. As much
as we may all miss the lazy, crazy days of
Summer, I for one am excited to get back to the
swing of things! So much to look forward to
here at Christ Church On Quaker Hill!
Especially for our Youth Group!
On Sunday August 18th we were able to
gather the group together for a scrumptious
BBQ generously hosted by our amazing Pastor
and his gracious wife. Everyone pitched in and
brought a delicious dish. I think I said it last
year, and allow me to say it again, Pastor Mark
is quite the "Grill Master"! It was a great time
had by all! There were volleyball games,
badminton, lacrosse, and even some tree
climbing by some very brave young ones!
These kids really missed each others
company. Like a broken record player, we truly
have some of the greatest kids around, and look
forward to welcoming new additions this year.
That being said, our Youth Group is open for all
children 5th grade and above. We will be
meeting on the 1st and 3rd Fridays of the month
from 7:00-8:30 PM in Lankler Hall. The more
the merrier, so if you know of anyone that may
be interested, please spread the word! We have
some exciting plans to look forward to! Our
first get together will be Friday September 6th.
As always, thank you for your constant
support! By the way, I love all of your ideas
and suggestions.....keep them coming!!!!
Peace and Blessings.

(where a couple of celebrations
quietly took place over the summer.)
by Barbara Vogel
Our Allen 301 Organ celebrated its 35 th
Anniversary in June, and I celebrated my 4th
Anniversary as your Organist/Pianist in July.
While these things were kept fairly quiet during
the summer months, a bigger sound of
celebration is on the CCoQH calendar.
A COFFEE HOUR RECITAL will be
held on Sunday, September 22nd, at 11:15am.
The timing is such that all the children in
Sunday School will be able to attend the recital.
Lasting for 30-45 minutes, the program for this
Coffee Hour Recital – with refreshments served
in the narthex – will demonstrate some ways
the sounds on the organ can be changed to
accommodate different styles of music along
with repertoire consisting mostly of pieces
considered too lengthy for a usual church
service. As an introduction to this Coffee Hour
Recital, the same selection will be played as
prelude and postlude during the September 22nd
worship service.
It’s a treat to see all of you every Sunday,
but it will be especially so on September 22nd!
In advance –THANKS FOR COMING!!
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Christ Church Nursery School
is having a terrific start to the
new school year. The
children have been busy with
old friends and making new
friends. We’ve been enjoying
the lovely days outside on our
playground, taking advantage of our beautiful
surroundings.
The school year started with an Ice Cream
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Social for the families to celebrate our new
year. Each child will learn and grow every day
through the many different programs offered at
the school including music, yoga, science,
cooking and math.
Thank you to Christ Church for all of its
support.
Sincerely,
Camille Ludington
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"Consulting with Jesus"

by Anna Lindstrom
In the last edition of the Clarion, Pastor
Mark introduced us to the Strategic Planning
Process that will begin in the fall. Betsy
Brockway talked a bit about the mission and
vision.
But what is a strategy, a mission and a
vision and why are they important? Those of us
who consult see this as part of the lingo, but we
are also told we do a lot of "consulting-speak",
so to create a common language, I thought it
might help to dive into this a bit.
Strategy
For years, I listened to people talk about
how they were "a Strategy Consultant." As a
lifelong consultant myself, I often left these
interactions feeling a sense of mystery and awe.
I thought, "They must have gone to
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Harvard...they must be very smart; I'm a
Consultant too - but I just solve problems...
Strategy??" Then I got asked to lead Strategy
work. I thought for sure they'd figure me out,
but in reality and much to my relief, I learned
that I had been doing 'strategy" all along - and
you probably have too...
A strategy is simply a long range plan,
typically no more than 3-5 years. Since one
cannot easily predict the events that will
transpire in the world around us - especially 5
years from now, planning can be difficult. To
ease this, developing a strategy is anchored in
the known - that being, what we know about
ourselves and what we know about the external
environment that can affect us.
This is where the vision and mission
come in.
Vision
A vision is an aspirational statement that
articulates our ideal future state. Often at the
time it is stated, it may seem impossible.
When Martin Luther King said, "I have a
dream," he demonstrated to the world that he
was a man of vision. When I tell Cary, "I want
to be a butterfly", I too have a vision.
Jesus laid out a vision for us when he
said, "You will know the truth and the truth will
make you free". (John 8:32)
With prayer, patience, give and take, we
too can work together to discover our vision.
Mission
A mission is a clear articulation of HOW
one plans to reach the vision set forth. We at
Christ Church have a mission statement, "Christ
Church seeks to provide a nurturing
environment in which all persons can grow in
personal faith, discover their gifts and use them
to become living examples of God's vision
through Jesus Christ." Pretty good in my
view.... "Nike mission statement is to “bring
inspiration and innovation to every athlete in
the world." And if you have checked out their
ads, it's pretty inspirational...
See "Consulting" (continued on page 7)
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Robert Kennedy said, "There are those
who look at things the way they are, and ask
why... I dream of things that never were, and
Moses sort of provided a mission
ask why not?" Sheryl Sandberg, COO of
statement for us when he shared the Ten
Commandments - he told us HOW to live right. Facebook asked in the book "Lean In", "What
would you do if you were not afraid?" I'm
Cool, even God had a Strategy Consultant!
holding on to my Butterfly. What about you?
So that's it - the strategy is a plan, the
What about our Church? What would we do if
vision is the dream and the mission is the way. we believed in the possible?
If we understand our vision and our mission,
Here is to our bright future and to the
we can create a solid plan - a strategy for the
conversation we will have as we shape it
next 3-5 years.
together.

Consulting (continued from page 6)

Hogwarts Castle that presents itself when a
person has a need and comes across the room.
When this happens, the entrance to the room is
made visible, and with a little searching, each
person’s individual need is provided for.
To me, Christ Church is a lot like the
“Room of Requirement”. How lucky we are to
have found this place that gives us what we
need spiritually. Think back…did you find
Christ Church accidentally or did a friend or
acquaintance lead you here? Where would you
be if the “light” of Christ Church were hidden
from you under a basket?
We all have different reasons for
attending church every Sunday. Some need
spiritual time set aside each week, many enjoy
the reading and message, and still others feel
Matthew 5:14-16
their closest spiritual connection through the
“You are the light of the world. A city set music. Whatever your personal motivation is
on a hill cannot be hidden. Nor do people light for attending Christ Church, the common thread
a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a stand, is that it fills a space within each of us and
and it gives light to all in the house. In the
allows us to be nearer to God.
same way, let your light shine before others, so
Sunday, September 8th is Friend Sunday.
that they may see your good works and give
We hope that this day will give you the
glory to your Father who is in heaven.”
opportunity to share the light of Christ Church
If you have ever read the Harry Potter
with someone who just might have his or her
books by J.K. Rowling, you know that the
own special need for our beautiful church.
“Room of Requirement” is a room within the
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Spirit preparing preludes and postludes. What
always amazes me is how the preludes and
postludes I’ve chosen at least a month in
advance fit right in with Rev. Mark’s sermons.
Sometimes it’s the words of a hymn, and
sometimes it’s just the title of a selection, yet
by Barbara Vogel
the puzzle comes together.
And so, I spent some of my summer
vacation preparing organ music. While my
situation at Christ Church is unique compared
to the rest of the congregation, I still see it as an
Years ago I was explaining to the caller Ordinary Miracle of “Life to the Full.” That
that he was not interrupting my lesson schedule and I plan to continue my Vacationing Life by
Paying Better Attention to all of God’s
because I followed school calendar closings.
Therefore, I was “On Vacation.” The caller’s blessings.
response was: “Ms Vogel, your whole life is a
How was your summer vacation?
vacation.” Since then, every time this lovely V- Blessed,
I’m sure; time off from the daily
word comes up, that statement is instantly
routines is always a treat, not to mention
present in my thoughts, and I smile at the
And now the new school year is
memory of Pasto Bill Wheat. More important refreshing.
us, and there will be gratitude for a return
than the memory is taking time to reflect on just upon
to the scheduled routines.
how it is that My Whole Life Truly Is a
The church calendar is full of exciting
Vacation!
happenings this September. Check all the dates
I am thankful for the faithful faith
activities on the website: www.ccoqh.org,
upbringing of my parents. All those scripture and
and I’ll be looking forward to seeing all of you
verses memorized (in the language of King
on Sundays!
James, of course!) flow through my
consciousness, assuring me of God’s presence. In Faith,
This is true even in such ordinary daily Barbara Vogel
routines like washing the dishes, doing the
laundry, and going grocery shopping. In John
10:10b we read: “I have come that they may
have life, and have it to the full.” (NIV) So my
summer vacation has been blessed with doing
the ordinary, and doing it “to the full.
One of my Ordinary things is
worshipping at Christ Church. Now then, you
may say that being the organist/pianist, it’s my
job to show up for worship every Sunday, and
this is very true. But included in this job is the
opportunity I have to spend time alone at the
organ and/or piano in the presence of the Holy
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365 daily readings arranged in the order the
events actually happened. As I was nearing the
end of the year, already into Revelation, I
accidentally left my book in the laundromat.
I’ll never know if the person who picked it up
read it, but I am ever hopeful. Being that I was
already into Revelation, I simply finished the
reading in another version. (BTW, I had a parttime job in a Christian bookstore, hence the
multiple translations in my library.) I have
since replaced the book.
The
Bible in 90 Days
To follow up on the Summer Reading
Update
Challenge, I came across a free download PDF
As I write this on Friday, August 16th, I file for the Chronological Bible Reading Plan at
am a full week behind in this Summer Reading www.esv.org/biblereadingplans . This plan
Challenge. Yes, I am using the weeklong visit actually begins on January 1 of any year;
of Evelyn, the almost 5-years-old Grandkid as printing out the plan (I suggest landscape
my excuse. (Many thanks to the Camille
orientation) allows one to use any Bible. This
Ludington and her summer staff at CCNS Art
chart shows how what we read in the book of
Camp!) No worries though, I have plenty of
Job actually happened between the Tower of
opportunities to catch up and finish the reading Babel and the Call ofAbram, in the book of
by the time you have this issue ofThe Clarion. Genesis. Who Knew? It’s especially satisfying
Have you done the reading? If so, are you able to read the Psalms as the events inspiring them
to keep all the events, genealogy, and stories
took place.
straight? Me neither.
Maybe, just maybe, after three months of
One of the other ways I read through The zooming through the Bible, taking a full year to
Bible was to use The One Year Chronological read the history in chronological order will be
Bible: The entire New Living Translation in
one of my goals for 2014.

Seminary Intern

by Reverend Mark Allan
We welcome Bryan Turner, a familiar
face to many, as our new seminary intern.
Bryan is studying through International
Seminary for his Masters in Ministry, and
presently works in IT at Riverside Bank. Bryan
also has a BBA degree from Western

Connecticut State University in Management
Information Systems, and has been interning
since 2009 at a Connecticut church.
This is a homecoming of sorts because
Bryan was baptized and confirmed here, and he
and his wife Erica, were married here last year.
They live in New Milford. He is the son of
Sharon and Bill Turner and the grandson of
Dave Cunningham and the late Helen
Cunningham.
Bryan will be working in a variety of
ministry settings in the life of our church.
Please be sure to make him feel welcome.
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by Betsy Brockway

Christ Church on Quaker Hill
17 Church Rd
Pawling, NY 12564
Return Service Requested

To:
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What is a Progressive Dinner?
A Progressive Dinner is not a political event,
but a dinner with friends who travel to different
venues for various courses over the evening.
The next Christ Church's Progressive Dinner is
Saturday, September 28 th.
We will meet at the Chapel at Akindale Farm,
Quaker Hill Road at 6 PM for conversation,
nibbles and drinks. Guests will receive their
dinner assignments to various member hosts'
homes, and we will finish up in Lanker Hall for
dessert and coffee.
Cost is $30 per person with profits to benefit
the upcoming Manse painting project. Make
your reservations no later than September 21 st,
by calling Leigh Hill in the church office at
845-855-1188. Checks should be sent to Christ
Church on Quaker Hill noting Progressive
Dinner on memo line, 17 Church Street,
Pawling NY 12564.
For more information or questions, call Betsy
Brockway, 845-855-5395.

